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Introduction 

 We are a service orientated and independent financial services company providing a 

comprehensive advisory service dedicated to guiding its clients to financial 

independence. 

We understand that individual client circumstances are different and their financial needs 

and priorities change over time. 

This document will provide information about the investment strategies that we use with 

our clients. Our investment proposition involves assessing your tolerance to investment risk, 

regularly monitoring your fund selection and rebalancing. The process is designed to 

ensure that your portfolio continues to be managed in line with your agreed objectives 

and tolerance to risk. 

The Lawrence Clarke Limited investment process 

1. Analysis of current assets 

2. Client risk profile 

3. Application of tax wrapper 

4. Asset allocation 

5. Fund selection 

6. Ongoing review 

Our investment process aims to identify the right spread of investments to match your 

appetite for risk and returns and maximise the likelihood of you reaching your investment 

goals. 

The key to this is in establishing the correct balance of different types of asset classes as 

this is known to determine up to 90% of the variation in the returns of a portfolio over the 

long-term. 

Step 1 – Review your existing investments  

We gather detailed information on all the investments that you currently own. 

Step 2 – Understand your tolerance to risk 

We use a short risk questionnaire to gather information used to assess your tolerance to risk 

and capacity for financial loss. The questionnaire is provided by a specialist provider of risk 

management and modelling tools to the financial services industry. 

We ask you a set of questions designed to determine your attitude to risk when investing, 

your time horizon, future cash needs and your objectives. Aided by an independent 

modelling tool we will determine your risk profile on a scale of 1 to 10. The risk profile is 

then discussed to seek agreement with you including your capacity for loss. 
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We use a risk analysis tool to analyse your responses to the questions on the risk 

questionnaire. This provides an indication of your potential tolerance to investment risk 

using a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 represents a low tolerance to risk and 10 represents a 

high tolerance to risk. You will be provided with a description of the risk category which 

has been determined after completing the questionnaire. 

We will discuss with you the risk category which has been calculated by the tool and 

what this may mean for your investment portfolio. We will assess your knowledge and 

experience of investments and discuss with you potential alternative risk categories and 

risk descriptions in coming to a conclusion as to the most appropriate level of risk 

tolerance for you including your capacity for loss. 

We will then use the selected risk category to choose an appropriate portfolio designed 

to keep within your agreed tolerance for investment risk. If your attitude to risk is category 

1 or 2 or your capacity for financial loss is very low we may recommend, after thorough 

discussion with you, cash deposits. 

Step 3 – Choose the correct tax wrappers to minimise tax 

Once we have established your optimum asset allocation we will ensure you are not 

paying more tax than you need to. We consider the income tax, capital gains tax and 

inheritance tax implications of your current portfolio and any new investments to be 

made. We also weigh up the tax benefits of tax wrappers such as investment bonds, ISA’s, 

unit trusts and pensions to ensure you maximise the tax shelters available. 

Step 4 – Establish your required asset allocation 

The modelling tool is built upon a large volume of historical data on equities, fixed interest, 

cash and property. Using this data and your answers to the questions you were asked, it 

recommends an asset allocation for your portfolio that has a higher probability of 

delivering returns in line with your objectives at the level of risk you are comfortable with. 

The recommendation will be diversified across different geographical areas and asset 

types. The system also calculates where your current portfolio is on a scale of 1 to 10, so 

that we can see where it differs from our recommended asset allocation. The objective is 

to ensure you sit on the “efficient frontier”, which seeks to optimise your returns for a given 

level of investment risk you are willing to accept. 

A better option than investing in only the stock market is to spread your money between 

several different asset classes, typically equities, property, fixed interest and cash. 

Diversifying your portfolio can help to reduce risk and increase your potential returns. 

This is because different types of assets often behave differently under the same 

economic conditions. If you therefore invest in several types of assets, it’s likely some will 

perform well even if others are declining in value. 
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It is therefore important to have exposure to a blend of different assets to help drive long-

term performance and reduce the risk of being overly exposed to any single asset class. 

Our aim is to simplify this complex investment universe and provide you with professional, 

unbiased financial advice based on your personal goals and objectives, and to maximise 

your investment returns whilst helping to reduce your risk. Our advisers are highly skilled, 

qualified and up to date with investment, taxation and pension developments. Suitable 

investment advice is at the core of our service to our clients. To help us deliver this, we 

have developed a robust investment process that we explain below. 

Step 5 – Construct the portfolio to meet your asset allocation 

We will then either recommend a rebalancing of your existing portfolio, or a new portfolio 

of investments tailored to take account of your risk profile and corresponding asset 

allocation, your investment preferences and objectives. We will outline a range of well 

researched solutions that will give you access to leading investment companies. 

Step 6 – Monitor your portfolio to ensure it continues to meet your requirements 

As the asset allocation of your portfolio changes over time due to fluctuations in the 

performance of the underlying funds, we review your portfolio on an on-going basis to 

ensure it remains in line with your attitude to risk and investment objectives. 

 

Our portfolio offerings – using outsourced fund selection 

We will recommend an investment solution from the whole of the market and this will take 

account of your individual needs, your attitude to risk and capacity for loss. In 

appropriate circumstances we will recommend a number of portfolio offerings from 

leading platform providers. Our recommended solution will always be chosen to fit your 

overall investment circumstances and objectives. 

In the event that none of our portfolio offerings fit with your overall investment 

circumstances and objectives we can then discuss your individual requirements and will 

recommend an alternative solution. 

1) Passive investment portfolios 

Our risk rated passive investment portfolios offer a low cost solution.  This is designed to fit 

within the strategic asset allocation which is consistent with your attitude to investment 

risk.  The portfolio will be automatically reviewed by the fund manager on a regular basis.  

This type of fund does not require rebalancing as the fund manager will adjust the 

investments so that it is always aligned to the correct asset allocation. 

2) Old Broad Street Research model portfolios 

These are portfolios selected by Old Broad Street Research (OBSR). All of the suggested 

funds within your portfolio will have been selected to fit within a strategic asset allocation 
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(a mix of different investment types and assets) which is consistent with your attitude to 

investment risk. The strategic asset allocation is designed to be aligned to your chosen risk 

category, which has been determined through the risk analysis process. Your portfolio will 

be regularly reviewed each year. Following the review we may recommend changes to 

your fund selection to ensure that your portfolio always has the best perceived blend of 

funds to meet its stated investment objective. We will notify you, in writing, of any 

recommended fund changes and you will be given the opportunity to discuss any 

investment changes with us. We will rebalance your portfolio to its starting asset allocation 

to ensure that your investment continues to keep in line with your agreed tolerance to 

investment risk. 

We offer from a choice of four growth portfolios, which are aligned to risk categories 4 to 

7.  

3) Model Portfolio Services designed by Discretionary Fund Managers 

For portfolios greater than £100,000 we can arrange for a Discretionary Fund Manager 

(DFM) to design a risk rated portfolio to suit your asset allocation and attitude to 

investment risk.  These portfolios are managed entirely by the DFM and are regularly 

rebalanced on an automatic basis.  The fund manager regularly reviews the funds within 

the portfolio and will make changes automatically as and when required.  

The portfolios are available for 3 different scenarios: - 

Passive portfolios – these are lower cost portfolios which are asset allocated by utilise 

lower cost tracker funds to keep the charges competitive.  These are aligned to risk 

categories 3-6. 

Growth portfolios – these are designed to provide investment growth.  They are aligned to 

risk categories 3-7. 

Income portfolios – these are designed to provide low volatility and stability to portfolios 

where income is being taken.  They aim to provide targeted returns in order to avoid 

depleting capital.  They are aligned to risk categories 3-7. 

We will typically recommend DFM model portfolios for investments of £100,000 and 

above. We use these portfolios for clients who prefer to have their portfolios reviewed on 

a regular basis by a Discretionary Fund Manager and automatically adjusted to suit their 

tolerance for investment risk. 

4) Discretionary fund management 

For larger portfolios, usually in excess of £500,000, we maintain relationships with several 

specialist discretionary portfolio management companies. If we recommend this service 

to you we will discuss your requirements and facilitate an introduction to a Private 

Investment Manager who will be appointed to manage a bespoke portfolio in 
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accordance with your needs. Your appointed Portfolio Manager will discuss your 

investment objectives with you and the cost of this service. 

Costs 

Our advice costs are detailed in our Service Charter and comprise an initial advice fee 

and an ongoing annual administration fee. You will have the option of paying the fees by 

cheque or having them deducted from your portfolio wrap account by way of an adviser 

charge. 

In additional to our advice costs there will be annual charges on the underlying funds 

within your portfolio and there may also be charges imposed by the selected platform. 

Regular reviews   

We truly believe that regular reviews are essential to ensure your financial plans remain on 

course to achieve your goals, aspirations and financial objectives.  


